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Abstract—We propose a finer measure of fairness than that
found in the literature. We then propose a method of adjusting
the block interval that maintains fairness and high transaction
throughput. The existing fairness measure is so rough that its
judgement is considered fair as long as a node can start mining
by the time another node mines a block. However, the time left
for mining differs between nodes; this can result in unfairness.
Therefore, we define the proposed fairness as the mining success
rate of miners depends only on computational power. This is
a finer measure of fairness than existing one. We propose a
method for adjusting the block interval to maintain a certain
level of fairness. Most Proof of Work (PoW) blockchains fix
the block intervals and do not consider fairness. In contrast,
our proposed technique adjusts the block interval based on
the fork incidence rate. Our method maintains fairness even
if the network conditions change. Simulations confirm that our
technique maintains fairness even when the Internet performance
varies.
Index Terms—Bitcoin, Blockchain, Proof of Work, Fairness

I. I NTRODUCTION
A number of blockchains have been proposed since Bitcoin
appeared in 2008. These blockchains can be classified as
permissionless or permissioned blockchains [1]. Separating
permissionless from permissioned blockchains depends on
whether the confirmation is performed by a limited number of
validators. We refer to a permissionless blockchain in which
each participant competes by computing to determine a block
proposer as Proof of Work (PoW) blockchains.
A PoW blockchain is naturally open to more participants
who cannot be trusted. However, participants may be effectively limited despite a permissionless blockchain. In the
blockchains, the participants begin the competition for new
block proposals while they synchronize the proposed blocks
across the network. Therefore, when the synchronization time
of the entire network becomes long, computation competition
occurs only among the participants who arrive before the block
has spread across the entire network. If the block interval is
too short, this effectively limits the participants despite the
blockchain being permissionless. Croman et al defined to the
situation in which mining competition is completed before a
block reaches all participants and whereby some participants
are limited as unfair [2]. On the other hand, long latency and
low throughput are suffered in the case of the relatively long
block interval of PoW blockchains, such as Bitcoin; however,
most participants have sufficient time to participate in the

competition. Therefore, it is necessary to set the block interval
such that the performance is as high as possible while also
ensuring fairness.
We propose a new fairness measure that is more precise
than the fairness of Croman et al. They noted that there are
nodes that cannot receive blocks before the end of the mining
competition. However, it is not enough to receive blocks before
the end of the competition, and unfairness occurs due to the
difference of propagation delay on each node. For example, if
the block interval is 15 seconds and a node receives a block
in 14 seconds when competing, the node becomes a fair node
under the existing fairness definition but becomes an unfair
node if the mining competition continues for a long time.
We analyze the effects of unfairness due to differences in
arrival times on the mining success rates in the long term.
With this proposal, we can find the stricter bound of the block
interval given by the fairness defined in existing research. A
stricter lower bound is useful in setting the block interval
appropriately.
In any fairness definition, the lower bound of the block
interval varies with the propagation delay. Principal PoW
blockchains, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum [3], [4], have fixed
block intervals. Therefore, we propose a method to adjust
the block interval appropriately according to the network
condition. We experimented to adjust the block generation
interval with the goal of satisfying the fairness of this proposal sufficiently. From this experiment, we confirm that the
block interval adjustment method reaches the target when the
propagation delay does not change significantly between block
interval updates.
In the next section, we introduce the research background.
We then reconsider the lower bound of the block interval in
Section III and propose a method for block interval adjustment in Section IV. Section V provides a discussion of the
proposed method, and finally, we provide a summary about
and conclusions for this research.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first given a brief overview of PoW
blockchains and then provide a discussion on existing research
concerning the block interval.
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A. PoW blockchains
A PoW blockchain is supported by multiple nodes that
organize into a peer-to-peer network. Some of these nodes
are miners who generate blocks. When a transaction is issued,
it is propagated to the blockchain network and stored in each
node’s transaction pool. This unconfirmed transaction group
waits for processing via PoW, which prevents tampering. PoW
is generated by a large number of miners who attempt to create
a collection of data called blocks based on certain rules that
contain transactions. At this time, multiple miners attempt to
generate the same-height block, and other nodes verify that the
block generated by a miner is the correct block when relaying.
Therefore, blocks that are generated incorrectly are not spread;
only correct blocks that are generated earlier are spread. The
block is propagated across the blockchain network and added
to the blockchain of each node. This blockchain is a history
of transactions that occur on the network and is a very large
transaction ledger. When generating a new block again, the
information obtained from the previous block is also used,
and the consistency of the ledger is guaranteed.
B. Difficulty adjustment algorithm
In the case of the PoW blockchain, the block interval is
adjusted to be constant. Let us explain how to keep the block
interval constant with Bitcoin as an example. When generating
a block, the miner repeats hash computations to find the nonce
that satisfies the following inequality.
hash(nonce, previous block header hash) < difficulty target
The block interval is kept constant by updating the difficulty
over a certain period. The equation for updating the difficulty
of the Bitcoin blockchain is as follows [5]:
Time for mining 2016 blocks
20160 min
As seen from this equation, the Bitcoin blockchain is such that
the block interval is approximately 10 minutes.

new difficulty = (old difficulty)

C. Block interval
Blocks are not generated unless a certain period of time
has passed stochastically by PoW. This is an obstacle to
blockchains with respect to processing a large number of transactions faster. To overcome this, it is necessary to shorten the
block interval; however, some studies have shown problems
with this solution [6], [7]. Gervais et al utilized a simulator that
increased the fork (orphan) rate on the blockchain by shortening the block interval [7]. It is better to avoid forks since
multiple blocks of the same height are generated, dispersing
the miner’s computational power and making the blockchain
vulnerable to 51% attack [6]. In addition, Decker et al showed
that if the block interval is fixed and if the propagation time
of a block is reduced, the fork rate decreases [8]. In other
words, it is important to reduce the block propagation delay
to shorten the block interval while also avoiding forks. For
the purpose of reducing the block propagation delay, there
have been various proposals for Graphene [9] to reduce the

block size substantially and a mechanism for high-speed relay
[10]–[12]. As mentioned above, the block interval and the
propagation time are closely related from the viewpoint of
security.
On the other hand, the study by Croman et al reported that
if the propagation delay is determined from the viewpoint of
fairness, a lower bound of the block interval is given [2]. The
lower bound is based on the idea that it is unfair that the
next block is generated before the block reaches X% of the
network. This fairness focuses on whether the block reception
time of each node exceeds the block interval. However, in
PoW, the mining success rate is affected by the time at which
each node receives a block; thus, it is necessary to focus on
such a difference in reception time. We consider it fair that
in the long term, the mining success rate does not depend on
the time required to receive a block but rather only depends
on the hash rate. Our fairness is a natural extension of the
fairness of Croman et al.
D. Propagation delay
It has been reported that the propagation delay has decreased
in the last three years [13], [14]. It has also been noted that this
is because of the effects of Compact Block Relay protocol [15]
and relay networks [16], [17]. By improving the propagation
delay, the block interval can be shortened, and the performance
of the blockchain can be improved. However, the performance
of the blockchain has not been improved because the block
interval is constant.
Approximately 10 years have passed since the first block of
Bitcoin was issued, and miners continue to generate blocks.
Considering that people continue to generate blocks for incentive fees, it is realistic that the blockchain will continue to
grow over the next 10 or 20 years. Therefore, when someone
proposes a new PoW blockchain, it is necessary to design
on the assumption that the blockchain will be used for several
decades. It is not realistic to assume that the propagation delay
will be constant in the long term. Therefore, it is necessary
to adjust the block interval flexibly to account for changes in
propagation delay.
III. T HE LOWER BOUND OF BLOCK INTERVAL
In this section, we define fairness from propagation delay
and block interval perspectives and compare it with the lower
bound of the block interval proposed in existing research.
From III-B, we calculate fairness based on Bitcoin’s propagation delay.
A. Definition of fairness measurement
We define fair as when each node has a block mining
success rate that is based on the hash rate and unfair as when
the mining success rate changes depending on the difference
in block arrival times. When the block interval is shortened, it
is more likely that the difference in the block arrival time will
affect the mining success rate. The hash rate considering the
difference in arrival times is defined as the effective hash rate.
Assuming that the time from which a block is generated until
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF PROPAGATION MEASURED
AND ESTIMATED ON THE B ITCOIN NETWORK .
propagation delay (msec)
estimated 50% propagation delay
measured 50% propagation delay
estimated 90% propagation delay
measured 90% propagation delay

5sec
450
528
5055
4994

10sec
697
806
10079
9989

TABLE II
F ORK RATE AND FAIRNESS .
block interval
90% propagation delay

15sec
911
1482
14946
14986

5sec
10sec
15sec

it arrives at a certain node is ta and that the block interval
is tb , the effective hash rate and hash rate have the following
relationship.


arrival time
effective hash rate =
1−
(hash rate)
block interval
Let rh be the hash rate distribution, tb be the block interval,
f (t) be the block arrival distribution at each node, and reff
be the effective hash rate distribution. The effective hash rate
distribution is


Rt
rh 0 b f (t) 1 − ttb dt


(1)
reff = P
R tb
n
t
i=1 rhi 0 fi (t) 1 − tb dt
reff means the hash rate distribution when there is no difference
between block arrival times. For a sufficiently long blockchain,
the mining success rate rm satisfies
reff ' rm

(2)

To consider propagation delays, the block interval, and fairness, we evaluate fairness by the difference between the
hash rate and effective hash rate. Then, we formulate the
fairness as follows. For a sufficiently long blockchain, let
V = {v1 , v2 , ...vn } be the set of nodes, and let X be the
ratio of fair nodes. X is
|{vi ∈ V | |rmi − rhi | ≤ δi }|
X =
(3)
|V |
|{vi ∈ V | |reffi − rhi | ≤ δi }|
'
(4)
|V |
However, δ satisfies P r{|rm (i) − rh (i) | = δ} ≤ . In a fair
case, we define the error of rm and rh to converge to rm in
probability by the central limit theorem. In addition, we define
(X, ) fairness as the case when specifying X and . In this
study, we calculate these values as X = 0.9,  = 0.01. This
means that 90% of nodes are unfair nodes with probability 1%
or less for a sufficiently long blockchain.
B. Computing fairness in the case of Bitcoin
The time from when a block is mined to when it is
received with distribution fi (t) for each node i is required
to calculate the effective hash rate. Therefore, we show how
to generate fi (t) using data from Bitcoin Monitoring [18] for
the period from June 2018 to November 2019. fi (t) follows a
gamma distribution, and its parameter is obtained by maximum
likelihood estimation. The actual hash rate is calculated from
the estimated fi (t). We calculated the 90 % propagation delay

=2
14.6%
14.2%
14.1%

block interval
90% propagation delay

=3
9.8%
9.6%
7.2%

and 50 % propagation delay from the estimated fi (t) and show
them in Table I to compare them with the measured values. X
% propagation delay means the time that it takes for a block
to reach a node with X % probability.
The current 90% block propagation delay of Bitcoin is
approximately 5 sec [18]. To consider cases where the propagation delay varies, we show how to calculate fi (t) when
the 90% propagation delay is 10 seconds and 15 seconds. The
data are divided into three parts, and the parameter of each
fi (t) is estimated. The three estimated parameters are linearly
regressed, and the values on the straight line are candidates
for the parameters of fi (t). We select values from these
candidates that result in 90% propagation delays of 10 seconds
and 15 seconds. We show in Table I the correspondence
between the 90 % propagation delay and the 50 % propagation
delay measured between January 2018 and November 2019 to
confirm that the estimated fi (t) is valid [18]. For example, if
the 90 % propagation delay is 10 seconds, this is the average
of the data when the 90 % propagation delay is approximately
10 seconds in the above period.
Figure 1 shows the ratio of nodes with a fair mining success
rate from the calculation results from equation 4 assuming that
the block height is 100000 and that the number of nodes is
10000. When the block interval is set to two to three times the
90% propagation delay, the ratio of fair nodes exceeds 90%.
Even when the block interval is further increased, there is no
significant change in the ratio of nodes with fair conditions.
C. Fork rate and fairness
It is known that when the block interval is fixed, a change
in propagation delay appears in the fork rate [8]. It is necessary to determine the relationship between the fork rate and
fairness when setting the target fork rate for the block interval
adjustment described later. The following equation is used to
approximate the fork rate.
R ∞ (1−f (t))dt

1 0
(5)
P r[F = 1] ' 1 − 1 −
tb
!
R∞
(1 − f (t)) dt
0
' 1− 1−
tb
R∞
(1 − f (t)) dt
0
=
(6)
tb
We calculate the fork rate from this equation when the block
interval is set to two to three times the 90% propagation delay.
Table II shows that we can obtain a guide to determine the
fork rate to achieve (0.9, 0.01) fairness.
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TABLE III
S ETTINGS IN EXPERIMENT.
# of nodes
Block interval
Block size
# of connections
Geographical Distribution
Bandwidth
Delay

8000
Adjusted
534KB
Distribution according to Miiler et al. [21]
Distribution according to Nagayama et al. [22].
Changes in each scenario.
6 regional delays according to Nagayama et al. [22]

Fig. 1. Nodes with fair mining success rates.

D. Discussion on block interval
Croman et al provided the following lower bound on the
block interval [2]. We adopt X = 90 based on that study.
block size
< block interval
X% effective throughput
block size
X% effective throughput :=
X% propagation delay
⇐⇒ 1 <

block interval
X% propagation delay

Fig. 2. Fork rate in Scenario 1: bandwidths are constant.

(7)

Applying equation 7 whereby the current 90% propagation
delay is approximately 5 seconds, the block interval can be
set to 5 seconds or longer. If the block interval is set to 5
seconds and we apply the (0.9, 0.01) fairness proposed in this
study, Figure 1 shows that 67.2% of the nodes are fair nodes.
In the current network situation, when achieving (0.9, 0.01)
fairness, the block interval satisfies the following:
block interval
k<
90% propagation delay

(2 < k < 3)

(8)

In addition, a similar result is obtained from Fig. 1 when
the 90% propagation delay is 10 seconds and 15 seconds.
Therefore, in the case of the Bitcoin network, the lower bound
of the existing block interval can be made stricter by the
proposed fairness technique.
IV. B LOCK INTERVAL ADJUSTMENT TOWARD FAIR
BLOCKCHAINS

It is necessary to adjust the block interval in response
to changes in propagation delays to make the blockchain
achieve fairness and maintain high performance over a long
period of time. A change in the propagation delay in this
study means a long-term change and not a short-term change.
It is assumed that the block interval is also adjusted over
several months to years. This is because it is important for
the block interval to be stable in the short term [19]. In this
section, we introduce the proposed method and apply it to
the blockchain network simulator SimBlock [20]. We prepare
several scenarios of propagation delay changes and confirm
that the results approach the target fork rate when applying
the block interval adjustment method. Finally, we show that
the ratio of unfair nodes can be reduced by setting the target
fork rate of this method appropriately.

A. Proposal method
We can word toward the target fork rate by considering
the above-mentioned discussion on fairness, performance and
security. The block interval adjustment method is realized by
updating this target fork rate. The update method of the block
interval is shown below.
rfork
(k)
(k+1)
t
(9)
tb
←
T arget (rfork ) b
It can be seen that equation 9 is updated such that the fork
rate is constant compared with equation 6.
B. Experiment
Let us check the settings of SimBlock used in the experiment. We explain how to set the bandwidth and block interval
for each scenario. Table III shows the common settings. It is
necessary to relay blocks other than the main chain to share
the fork rate. Bitcoin’s protocol is designed to relay orphan
blocks (not main chain blocks) in certain situations; thus, it
is difficult to apply as is. Therefore, each node can share the
fork rate by changing the relay protocol of SimBlock. This
change is simple and does not significantly affect the actual
blockchain simulations.
1) Scenario 1: We assume a situation whereby the bandwidth hardly changes over time. To reproduce the relatively
low propagation delay and high fork rate, the bandwidth is
set to 1.5 times the value used by Gervais et al [7]. The fork
rate before updating is set high to clarify the fork rate after
adjusting the block interval. Figure 2 shows the change in the
fork rate. In this experiment, the target fork rate is set to 5%,
and the update interval is set to 8000 blocks in each scenario
such that the fork rate after 8000 blocks is kept close to 5%.
2) Scenario 2: We assume that the bandwidth will increase
over time. We set the bandwidth to increase by 1.4 times every
8000 blocks, and we set the initial bandwidth to be the same
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Fig. 5. Fairness and block interval adjustment
Fig. 3. Fork rate in Scenario 2: bandwidths are increasing.

Fig. 4. Fork rate in Scenario 3: bandwidths are decreasing.

as in scenario 1, which uses data from 2015. Therefore, in
scenario 2, the propagation delay decreases every 8000 blocks,
and the fork rate decreases. Figure 3 shows that the fork rate
approaches the target as the propagation delay decreases.
3) Scenario 3: We assume that the bandwidth will decrease
over time and set the bandwidth to increase by a factor of
0.7 approximately every 8000 blocks. The initial bandwidth
is the measured value [22]. Since the bandwidth in 2019 is
greater than the bandwidth in 2015, it is suitable for creating
a situation where the propagation delay increases over time.
Therefore, in scenario 3, the propagation delay increases every
8000 blocks, and the fork rate increases. Figure 4 shows that
the increase in the fork rate can be suppressed when the
propagation delay increases under our method.
C. Effects on fairness
We confirm at the end of this section that the proposed
method improves fairness. We examine the ratio of fair nodes
by using 800 nodes, a block height of 80000, 0.7 times the
bandwidth and a target fork rate of 5% every 16000 blocks.
Figure 5 shows the change in the fork rate. The variation of
the fork rate after applying the method is also shown. We
confirmed on a simulator that 85% of nodes are fair nodes
when this method is not applied and 98% when it is applied.
V. D ISCUSSION
Scenario 1 shows that the fork rate approaches the target
without any change in the propagation delay. A survey of Bitcoin after 2018 shows that the change in the 90% propagation
delay over several months is less than 5 sec [18]. Therefore,
when applying this proposal to the actual Bitcoin network, we

can expect to be closest to Scenario 1 when the update interval
of the block interval adjustment is set to several months. In
Scenario 2 and Scenario 3, the updates of the bandwidth and
interval are performed simultaneously. Updating the interval
only corresponds to the prior increase in propagation delay; it
does not correspond to subsequent changes. For this reason,
there are some values that are far from the target fork rate even
after the block interval is adjusted. You can take values as close
as possible. In addition, it was confirmed that the fork rate did
not degrade when adjusting the block interval. At the end of
the above section, we experimented with the block interval
adjustment and fairness. After applying this method, the ratio
of fair nodes is 98%. Compared to Figure1 and Table II, the
ratio of fair nodes is higher on the simulator. This is because
the target fork rate is set to 5% and because the simulator does
not include a relay network.
VI. R ELATED WORKS
In this study, we define fairness such that the mining success
rate of each miner matches the computational power for a
sufficiently long blockchain. We introduce other references to
fairness for blockchains. One reference is the fairness proposed
by Croman, which defines unfair if the block interval is shorter
than the time it takes for the block to spread across the entire
network [2]. This gives an upper bound on the performance
of PoW blockchains. The other definition was proposed by
Gencer et al, which states unfair as whereby miners are
mining a relatively large number of pruned blocks with respect
to their computational power [23]. This gives a measure of
decentralization under this fairness.
We proposed a block interval adjustment method for the
purpose of keeping the blockchain safe and fair in the long
term. However, if the block propagation delay decreases,
we can shorten the interval accordingly by our proposal.
Therefore, this proposal can be used to improve performance.
For example, Bitcoin-NG, a theoretically improved version of
Bitcoin, shows that the delay resulting from the block interval
is limited by the diameter of the network [24]. Since the size
of the network changes under this condition, we expect that it
will be further improved by incorporating the method proposed
herein.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
Block interval adjustment works by sharing the fork rate
among participants. Existing studies on the trade-off between
performance and safety provide important knowledge considering an appropriate fork rate. However, to consider the
lower bound of the fork rate and block interval, a perspective
considering is necessary. In this research, we can give bounds
stricter than those given by existing research on fairness. It
is necessary to give the target fork rate for block interval
adjustment. This is also important for engineers and scientists
who will develop PoW blockchains.
This work cannot be applied directly to current blockchains,
such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, but can be implemented as
a simple change in relay protocols. Considering that the
propagation delay gradually decreases over periods of several
months or years, a blockchain integrating a block interval
adjustment leads to improved performance. Furthermore, in
the far future, even when the propagation delay increases,
the block interval adjustment works flexibly and ensures both
security and fairness.
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